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1. Database Identifiers 

 

A records object title is described by way of identifier. The complete lot in Microsoft SQL 

Server preserves an identifier. Servers, databases, and database objects, for instance tables, 

views, columns, indexes, triggers, procedures, constraints, and rules, preserve identifiers. 

Identifiers remain necessary in the majority matter, but are elective for a quantity of objects for 

instance constraints.  

An object identifier is shaped during object definition itself. It is then worn in orientation of the 

entity. For instance, the subsequent declaration generates a table with the identifier TableP, and 

double columns through the identifiers KeyColumn and Explanation:  

CREATE TABLE TableX   

(KeyColumn INT PRIMARY KEY, Explanation nvarchar(80))   

This table also consists of an unidentified restraint. The PRIMARY KEY restraint has no 

identifier.  

The ordering of an identifier relies in stage of its definition. Identifiers of instance-level objects, 

like logins and database names, are allocated the defaulting collation of the occurrence. 

Identifiers of objects in a database, like tables, views, and column names, are allocated the 

defaulting collation of the database.  

 

a. Classes of Identifiers 

At hand are dual categories of identifiers:  

Regular identifiers: fulfills the regulations for arrangement of identifiers. They aren’t surrounded 

once worn in Transact-SQL statements.  

SELECT *   

FROM TableX   

WHERE KeyCol = 124   

Delimited identifiers: Consist of dual citation scripts (") otherwise braces ([ ]). Identifiers which 

fulfill through regulations for an arrangement of identifiers capacity not be surrounded. For 

instance:  

SELECT *   

FROM [TableX]         --Delimiter remains voluntary.   

WHERE [KeyCol] = 124  --Delimiter remains voluntary.   

Identifier which complies through the entire regulations for identifiers be obliged to be enclosed 

within Transact-SQL statement. Perhaps:  

SELECT *   

FROM [My Table]      --Identifier surrounds blank along with exercise a snobbish keyword.   

WHERE [order] = 10   --Identifier consist of reticent keyword [1].  

 

1.2 Usability in Databases 

Computer experts consumes extendedly documented significance of systematized data. The 

foundation philosophy in database knowledge was conventional near the beginning in the 

account of contemporary compute. Nowadays, databases are extensively worn in overseas 

variety of organizations, furthermore are foundations for a vivacious profitable division.  

 

The web has altered the circumstances noticeably. Upon asking an ordinary person nowadays, 

will imagine web in place of maximum (disseminated) evidence amass besides explore appliance 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/databases/database-identifiers?view=sql-server-2017
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(resembling Google) equally technique of (organizing and) accessing this information. 

Prearranged databases approach simply inferior behind in apparent importance. Additionally, the 

web has democratized information, throughout disintermediation. The universal user inhabitants 

are not enthusiastic in learning magic invocations and acquires aggravated with unintuitive 

admittance pathways. This democratization of catalogue admittance has directed in significantly 

augmented necessitate in usability [2]. 

 

2. Normalization 

 

Normalization is the procedure to systematize the data in database. Normalization is worn to 

diminish the redundancy commencing a relation or set of relations. It is furthermore worn to 

eradicate unwanted distinctiveness approximating Insertion, Update and Deletion Anomalies. 

Normalization separates the superior table into less significant table and associations them by 

means of association. The normal form is worn in diminish of redundancy commencing database 

table [3]. 

 

2.1 Functional Dependency 

Functional dependency (FD) consist of a group of restraints connecting dual qualities within 

relation. It declares uncertainty dual tuples consume identical worths aimed at attributes A1, 

A2,..., An, afterward individuals dual tuples be obliged in comprising equivalent standards aimed 

at attributes B1, B2, ..., Bn. 

Functional dependency remains symbolized with shaft symbol (→) i.e, X→Y, where X 

functionally concludes Y. The leftward qualities decide on principles of qualities of rightward 

flank. 

 

2.2 Armstrong's Axioms 

Considering F as group of purposeful dependences before termination of F, indicated with F
+
, 

remains  position of every purposeful dependencies rationally disguised by F. Armstrong's 

Axioms remains situate in regulations, which smeared continually, produces a cessation in 

purposeful dependencies. 

 Reflexive rule − If alpha is a position of attributes and beta is_subset_of alpha, then 

alpha holds beta. 

 Augmentation rule − If a → b holds and y is attribute set, then ay → by also holds. That 

is totaling attributes in dependency; do not alter the essential dependencies. 

 Transitivity rule – if a → b holds and b → c holds, then a → c also holds. a → b is 

christened as a functionally that establishes b [4]. 

 

2.3 Normalization Process 

Normalisation remains information investigation procedure intending a database scheme. It 

permits the database designer in understanding modern data structures inside association. 

Additionally, assistances are provided on several prospect alteratins and augmentations in the 

organization. 

 

The final consequence of normalization remains position for entities, thereby eliminating 

pointless dismissal (ie repetition in facts) and evades the inconsistencies. 

Normalisation shadows a theatrical procedure which follows a group of regulations.  
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Phases in normalization remains: 

 choose facts foundation with alteration hooked on un-normalized table (UNF) 

 renovate the un-normalized facts hooked on first normal form (1NF) 

 conversion of facts in first normal form (1NF) into second normal form (2NF) 

 conversion of facts in second normal form (2NF) into third normal form (3NF) 

Infrequently, the facts might motionless remain subjected toward variances in third normal form 

where users might encompass in executing additional alteration. 

 renovate third normal form to Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF) 

 convert Boyce-Codd normal form to fourth normal form (4NF) 

 convert fourth normal form to fifth normal form (5NF) 

 

3. Type Hierarchy 

 

A type hierarchy consist of subtypes and super types. A spontaneous impression of subtype 

remains uniquely on those substances that delivers every performance in substances of additional 

kind (the super type) with somewhat additional. The substance under requirement is 

approximately similar to subsequent replacement possessions [5]: considering every item i1 of 

category S there exist item i2 under category T with provision that every programs P demarcated 

in standings of T, performance of P remains unaffected once i1 stands replaced with i2, formerly 

S is a subtype of T.  

 

The usage of phrases "subtype" with "supertype" symbolizes the discussion on the semantic 

dissimilarity.  Through distinction, "subclass" besides "superclass" remain basically philological 

perceptions in program design allowing the program construction within a specific procedures. 

Additionally it can also be castoff in the implementation of subtypes, although in a dissimilar 

perspective.  

 

Considering the instances of categories which are not subtypes of one alternative. Primarily, a 

group is neither a subtype of list nor the contrary is true. On condition a similar substance on 

addition to a group two times producing an outcome similar upon addition of the substance a 

single time with the singly calculated figuring extension of the group. Though, uncertainty 

similar substance totaling two times with a list which presents doubly within a single list.  

Therefore a program which expects the non-working condition in a list if flown through a group 

similar to the program which expects the non-workability if flown into a list. 

 

4. Software validation 

 

Software validation authorizes the possibility of satisfaction for the envisioned usage of a 

software product (complex inspection), i.e., software encounters the operator necessities, neither 

as requirement relics nor through the requirement of individuals who functions the software 

solitarily; though as the requirements of every shareholders (like manipulators, operatives, 

superintendents, executives, depositors, etc.). In attendance are dual conducts in performing the 

validation of a software: internal and external. Throughout the internal software validation, an 

assumption is made in regards with the objective of the shareholders stating it was perfectly 

understandable and remained articulated during constraint relics in an accurate and 

comprehensive way. If a software encounters the prerequisite of requirements, it is presumed to 
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be internally validated. External validation materializes once it is accomplished through 

enquiring the shareholders on whether the software fulfils personal requiremens. 

 

4.1 Validation Procedures 

a. Documentation in unbalanced mechanisms/earnestness. 

b. Authentication engrossed on Inaccuracy-Management: harmonizing (not simultaneous!) 

the validation concerning the performance of Enlargement squad (Extra Currency with 

extra Interval) 

c. Acquiescence through the necessities of Software and Organization 

d. The procedures of Black box testing besides White box testing  

e. Involvement founded procedures 

 

4.2 Validation Process 
The Progression validation accomplishments be able to designate in three junctures. 

Phase 1 – Development Strategy: The profitable procedures described throughout this phase 

grounded on information obtained throughout improvement besides scale-up happenings. 

Phase 2 – Development Requirement: Throughout this phase, the technique innovativeness is 

established through the capability of reproducing profitable engineering. 

Phase 3 – Continuous Procedure Confirmation: Continuing declaration being extended 

throughout repetitive manufacture which procedure remainders within the controlled stage [6]. 

 

5. Data modeling approaches 

 

Data models signifies the facts on the interested arenas. Although there is an existence of 

numerous approaches in creation of data models, in accordance with Len Silverston (1997)[7] 

merely dualistic demonstrating practices viewpoint naming top-down besides bottom-up: 

Bottom-up models otherwise View Integration replicas are frequently outcomes of a 

reengineering exertion. They frequently commences through the prevailing data structures 

arrangements, grounds on presentation shades, or intelligences. These representations comprise 

of physical, presentation-oriented, and imperfect commencing an innovativeness viewpoint. It 

might not lead in the promotion of distribution of information, particularly if being constructed 

deprived of orientation among additional portions of association [7]. 

Top-down sensible data models, alternatively are shaped through immaterial technique through 

obtaining facts from users focused on a particular subjects. An organization might not possibly 

instrument every individuals within a logical replica although it attends an allusion 

argumentation or prototype [7]. 

Often the replicas are shaped by combination of double approaches: through a consideration on 

the fact requirements and frame of a presentation besides dependably references on a theme-

extent replica. Inappropriately, numerous surroundings provide a dissimilarity amongst logical 

data model and physical data model remains indistinct. Furthermore, roughly CASE apparatuses 

doesn’t brand a dissimilarity amongst these data replicas [7]. 

 

5.1 Top Down Data Modelling 

 

Top-down methodologies strain a preliminary emphasis proceeding information on advanced-

level concepts, for instance documentation on inhabitants besides gatherings on belongings 
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besides entity types, membership rules, besides relationships amongst such inhabitants. 

Implementation of top-down method resolve commonly commence with an established 

advanced-hierarchical necessities like a storyline. These necessities commences procedure for 

identification of different kind of objects required for representation of information alongside the 

traits of objects that might become the traits of tables as well.  

 

Considering top-down database design convention, catalogue analysts primarily endeavors in the 

development of theoretical data replica with an identification of extremely inattentive 

information substances (stuffs/entity kinds) which might happen surrounded by the sphere—i.e., 

predictor efforts in construction of province ontology. Performances functional through 

forecasters characteristically comprise creation of explanations, accompanying talks, besides 

additional information assortment approaches.  

 

Expansion of logical schema necessitates database analyst in considering somewhat plotting 

matters amongst assemblies within ER (Entity-Relationship) model besides preferred determined 

apparatus. Traditionally, the maximum mutual determined apparatus castoff through 

administrations which is either a relational or object-relational database.  

 

Frequently, top-down methodologies consumes exploited illustrative methodologies, for instance 

theoretical data replicas (e.g., ER illustrations). Nevertheless, ER illustrations have been 

contained within bottom-up methodologies. Perhaps, Shoval, Danoch & Balabam (2004) [8] 

presented bottom-up methodology in development of theoretical data replicas which harvests ER 

illustrations at progressively advanced heights of concept; although Teory, Wei, Bolton & 

Koenig (1989) [9] contemporaneous in bottom-up methodology grounded on attitude of object 

gathering. 

 

6. Keys in Database Model 

 

Keys precisely presents a crucial portion within Relational database replica in the establishment 

and identification of associations amongst boards besides correspondingly in an unique 

identification of some instances otherwise row comprising data’s within tables. Keys remain 

solitary aspect otherwise a collection of qualities, wherever amalgamations might performance 

by means of keys. 

 

Considering real domain submissions, quantity of table requisite in the storage of information in 

enormous with dissimilar tables not in relation amongst themselves. Likewise, tables stock huge 

amount of information within themselves. Tables commonly encompass numerous chronicles 

preserved within themselves which remain unarranged and disorganized. 

 

While fetching a specific record amongst this dataset, some criteria’s must be applied although 

some identical information’s are present with each time a data is being tried in fetching with an 

application of definite circumstance, we obtain erroneous information.  

 

For the avoidance of these scenarios, Keys are demarcated for an easy identification of some row 

of information within a table [10]. Contract's attempt in comprehending around totally keys by 

means of an unassuming instance. 
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Let us revenue Student table, consisting of arenas student_id, name, phone besides age. 

 

Super Key 

Super Key is demarcated by way of a group of characteristics surrounded by a table which be 

able to exceptionally recognize individually records contained within a table. Super Key presents 

superset of Candidate key. 

Within the table previously illustrated super key includes student_id, (student_id, name), phone 

etc. 

Preliminarily the explanation is quite modest as student_id presents unique identity in each row 

of data, hereafter be able for the usage of individuality respectively in unique row. 

Subsequently, (student_id, name), two students can have similar name, although their student_id 

can't be similar and therefore this grouping is regarded as key. Likewise, phone number for each 

student resolves as unique, henceforth phone is likewise a key. Therefore they altogether are 

super keys [10]. 

 

Candidate Key 

Candidate keys distinct as negligible group of grounds that solitarily recognize individual records 

within a table. It consist of a single or a group of attributes which be able to turn as Primary Key 

aimed at tables in unique identification of solitary record in the table. There lies a possibility of 

presence of two or more candidate key. 

For the example cited above, student_id and phone together remain candidate keys aimed at table 

Student. 

A candiate key shall certainly not remain NULL otherwise blank. Besides the aforementioned 

worth must remain exceptional. There lies a possibility that this might be an amalgamation of 

further to a single columns(attributes) [10]. 

 

Primary Key 

Primary key remains defined as candidate key which is utmost suitable in becoming the basic 

key aimed at some table. It is a key which might exceptionally recognize every record within 

every table. 
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Considering table Student a consideration can be made on student_id column by way of primary 

key [10]. 

 

Composite Key 

Keys which comprises of more than two qualities which exclusively identifies some records 

within a table is defined as Composite key. Although the attributes that combine in formation of 

Composite key remains neither a key autonomously or unconventionally. 

 
Within the given diagram illustrated a Score table that preserves the marks scored through a 

single student within a specific topic [10]. 

Within this table student_id besides subject_id organized forms the primary key, henceforth is a 

composite key [10]. 

 

7. Timestamps 

 

Considering private keys to be secured, an attempt can be made in solving nearly delinquent 

besides elimination of handclasp and addition of timestamp T in phases (2) and (3). The novel 

protocol remains:  

A → AS: A, B (1) 

AS → A : { B, CK, T, Y) 
KA

 (2) 

A → B: Y (3) 

where Y = {A, CK, T)
KS

. 
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A and B verifies with their memos are not repetitions with a check on | Clock – T | < Δtl + Δt2 

somewhere Clock provides the native period, Δtl is an interval representing the normal 

discrepancy amongst server's clock besides the local clock, and Δ t2 is an interval representing 

the expected network postponement period. 

 

7.1 Circulation in Public Keys 

Timestamps might similarly stand additional with Needham's and Schroeder's conventions in 

public key schemes. In this juncture AS has the ability in storing and distributing the public key 

for any user instead of having an admittance on the private (secret) keys. Since the usage of a 

single key within system handshake is optional in use. Additionally, uncertainty AS dispenses 

public keys within "certificates" [11], thus complete procedure may be concentrated in three 

phases. Leasing PA besides SA represent A's public key besides secret (signature) key, 

correspondingly, the comprehensive protocol is 

A → AS: A, B (I) 

AS →* A: CA, CB (2) 

A → B: CA, CB (3) 

Where CA = (A, PA, T) 
SAs

 besides CB = (B, PB, T} 
SAs 

represents certificates which contains 

correspondingly, A's and B's public keys. These documentations are contracted through the AS 

by means of its secret key SAs for prevention of forgery. Together A and B remain assumed 

duplicates of their individual documentations, for the validation of their individual public keys. 

Usage of timestamps along with signed documentations assistances in protection compared to 

repetitions of ancient keys or replacement of counterfeit keys. Popek and Kline encompassed 

together in public key circulation conventions [12]. 

 

7.2. Circulation of Communication Keys 

Public key circulation conventions might additionally be applied on the distribution of 

announcement keys aimed at single-key data encryption [13, 14]. The overhead conventions 

converts 

A →AS: A, B (1) 

AS → A: CA, CB (2) 

A → B: CA, CB, {{CK, T} 
sA

} 
PA

 (3) 

The key CK can now be provisioned in encryption of communications communicated amongst A 

besides B. Since CK is selected and encoded by A, there is no risk on its acquaintance by the AS; 

though, it is immobile susceptible towards cooperation of A's or B's computer. At this juncture 

yet again, timestamps safeguard in contradiction to replays of cooperated keys. 

 

8. Data types in SQL  

 

Relational database management systems remain a customary instrument for the management of 

business data which provides dependable admittance towards enormous quantities of data aimed 

at masses of businesses everywhere in the world on a daily basis. 

 

8.1 User defined types 

User-defined datatypes brand it calmer towards submission designers in working through 

multifaceted facts for instance pictures, audial, besides audiovisual. Object categories stockpile 

organized commercial facts on its ordinary format thus allowing the retrieval of solicitations. 
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Owing to this fact, these are functional proficiently through presentations industrialized by 

means of object-oriented programming performances. 

These usages the functional datatypes with numerous alternative user-defined datatypes which 

forms the backbone for datatypes which exemplary the assembly and performance of data in 

submissions. 

User-defined categories remain schematic substances whose usages are subjected to similar types 

of organizational governor as supplementary schematic substances. 

 

8.2 Structured types 
A structured type presents user-defined data type which contains single or numerous attributes 

everyone containing a data type. Attributes remain as possessions illustrating an occurrence of 

category. It also comprises of a group of technique disclaimers. Approaches empowers in 

defining the performances for organized kinds. Similar to user-defined functions (UDFs), 

approaches remain procedures which encompass SQL. Considering the case of methods, though, 

the performance is combined exclusively through specific organized type. 

 

8.3 Reference types 

References are intensely captured. Consequently, there exist an obvious way for the usage of 

type in terminologies. When a root type is established beneath type hierarchy a specification on 

the base type for an orientation through REF USING section of CREATE TYPE proclamation. 

This base kind for referencing is entitled as representation type. If a specification is not provided 

on this type using REF USING clause, Db2 customs the avoidance data type of VARCHAR(16) 

FOR BIT DATA. The demonstration category of root type is congenital by every subtypes. The 

REF USING clause is solitary lawful during the definition of root type inside a grading.  

 

8.4 User-defined functions 

SQL Server user-defined functions consist of procedures which consents parameters, accomplish 

an action, like a complex calculation, thereby returning the outcome of the specified exploit as a 

worth. The final outcome comprise of a single or a group of values.  

The usage of user-defined functions (UDFs)comprise of the following: 

a. These permits modular programming: A function can be created a single time and stored in 

the database and can be referenced any number to time within the whole program. A 

modification can be made irrespective of the program source code. 

b. These permits quicker implementation: Comparable to deposited measures, Transact-SQL 

user-defined purposes diminishes gathering cost for Transact-SQL code through hoarding of 

strategies besides recycling them aimed at recurrent implementations.  

c. These might decrease network traffic: A procedure which strainers information grounded on 

roughly compound restriction which cannot be articulated within a solitary scalar 

countenance container remain interconnected a purpose. The purpose can formerly be 

invoked in WHERE clause for reduction in the amount of rows before delivery to the 

customer. 

 

9. SQL Data Types 

 

9.1 SQL Date and Time Data Types 
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DATE: Provisions the storage of date according to arrangement YYYY-MM-DD 

TIME: Provisions period in the arrangement HH:MI:SS 

DATETIME: Preserves date and time data with the arrangement YYYY-MM-DD HH:MI:SS 

TIMESTAMP: Preserves the quantity of seconds conceded subsequently to Unix epoch (‘1970-

01-01 00:00:00’ UTC) 

YEAR: Stores year in 2 digit or 4 digit format. Range 1901 to 2155 in 4-digit format. Range 70 

to 69, representing 1970 to 2069. 

 

9.2 SQL Character and String Data Types 

CHAR: Immovable measurement through determined measurement of 8,000 characters 

VARCHAR: Adjustable measurement storing through concentrated measurement of 8,000 

characters 

VARCHAR(max): Adjustable measurement storing through provided max characters, not 

supported in MySQL 

TEXT: Variable length storage with maximum size of 2GB data 

 

9.3 SQL Unicode Character and String Data Types 

NCHAR: Immovable measurement through concentrated length of 4,000 typescripts 

NVARCHAR:  Adjustable measurement storing through concentrated measurement of 4,000 

typescripts 

NVARCHAR(max): Adjustable measurement storing through provided max characters 

NTEXT: Variable length storage with maximum size of 1GB data 

 

9.4 SQL Binary Data Types 

BINARY: Immovable measurement through extreme measurement of 8,000 bytes 

VARBINARY: Adjustable measurement storing through extreme measurement of 8,000 bytes 

VARBINARY(max): Adjustable measurement storing through providing max bytes 

IMAGE: Variable length storage with maximum size of 2GB binary data 
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Practical Activity 

 

Answer 1 

 
 

 

 

 

Answer 2 

 

Nurse(Nurse_No, Nurse_Name, Date_of_Birth,Start_Date) 

SupervisesReltn(Nurse_No) 

StaffsReltn(Depart_No) 

Department(Depart_No, Depart_Name, Phone) 

EmploysReltn(Doctor_No) 

Doctor(Doctor_No, Doctor_Name, Office_NO, Phone) 

HasReln(Year, Grade, Qual_Code) 

Qualification(Qual_Code, Qual_Name) 

OperatesReltn(Start_Time, OperationDate, End_Time, OperationRoom, Operation_No, 

Patient_No) 

Operation(Operation_No, Operation_Name, Duration, Cost) 

Patient(Patient_No, Patient_Name, Date_of_birth, Address) 
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Answer 3 

 

1NF 

Supp

NO 

Supp_Na

me 

Supp_A

ddr 

Part_N

um 

Part_D

esc 

Unit_Pr

ice 

Transfer_P

rice 

Category

NO 

CatNa

me 

         

         

         

         

         

         

 

2NF 

 

SuppNO Supp_Name Supp_Addr 

   

   

   

   

   

   

Support Table, SupportNO is the primary key 

 

Part_Num Part_Desc Unit_Price Transfer_Price SuppNO 

     

     

     

     

     

     

Part Table, Part_Num is the primary key, SupportNO is the foreign Key 

 

CategoryNO CatName SuppNO 

   

   

   

   

   

   

Category Table, CategoryNO is the primary key, SupportNO is the foreign Key 
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3NF 

The tables are already in 3NF as there are no transitive functional Deendencies. 


